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Abstract: It is accepted that the earth’s climate is changing in an accelerating pace, with already documented implications for human health and the environment. This literature review provides an overview of existing research findings about the effects of heat stress on the working population in relation to climate change. In the light of climate change adaptation, the purpose of the literature review was to explore recent and previous research into the impacts of heat stress on humans in an occupational setting. Heat stress in the workplace has been researched extensively in the past however, in the contemporary context of climate change, information is lacking on its extent and implications. The main factors found to exacerbate heat stress in the current and future workplace are the urban ‘heat island effect’, physical work, individual differences, and the developing country context where technological fixes are often not applicable. There is also a lack of information on the effects on vulnerable groups such as elderly people and pregnant women. As increasing temperatures reduce work productivity, world economic productivity could be condensed, affecting developing countries in the tropical climate zone disproportionately. Future research is needed taking an interdisciplinary approach, including social, economic, environmental and technical aspects.
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Introduction

Climate change affects, either directly or indirectly, a wide range of sustainable development issues such as health, food security, employment, incomes and livelihoods, gender equality, education, housing and poverty. Existing policies and social protection systems are often inadequate to enhance resilience and adaptive capacity or to mitigate negative climate change impacts on employment. Arguably, climate change is also one of the largest environmental and health equity challenges as wealthy energy consuming nations are most responsible for the emissions that cause climate change, yet poor countries are most at risk. Negative health effects from climate change stem from heat stress, communicable disease, air pollution, lack of food and water security, extreme weather events, malnutrition, stress, mental health issues, vulnerable shelter and population migration among others. Examples of climate-related hazards in the workplace include increased ambient temperature, air pollution, ultraviolet radiation exposure, extreme weather and vector-borne diseases such as malaria and expanded habitats1–3, 31).

Outdoor workers are the most vulnerable and the main sectors that are directly affected by climate change include agriculture, industry, fisheries, forestry, small and medium sized enterprises, indoor workplaces (for example without air conditioning), semi-outdoor workshops and construction work. Tourism, health, and finance/insurance sectors can be affected indirectly from for example extreme events4).
Climate change can no longer be considered simply an environmental or developmental issue as it puts at risk the protection of human health and well-being.

In addition, while forecasts exist on the economic impact of climate change, the social impact on enterprises and workers, on employment and income, on working conditions, and on many other social dimensions is considerably less understood. Coping with climate change (adaptation) is already unavoidable due to past emissions of greenhouse gases. Thus, it is important to come up with solutions to reduce the vulnerability of workers and enterprises to the negative effects of climate change and to enhance the capacity at the individual and society levels to adapt, respond to and prepare for climate change. This literature review concentrates on the effects of heat stress on the working population with a focus on developing countries in relation to climate change. So far, climate change impacts related to heat stress have often been examined in relation to heat wave-mediated effects on the general population, but recognition is lacking that climate change may exacerbate occupational heat-related risks5).

Methods

The extensive amount of information on heat stress made it necessary to have a strategic information search to find key articles. Climate change and occupational health is a highly multi-disciplinary field of study and requires scholarly information from a variety of sources. That is why the ‘pearl picking’ method was initially applied. This method uses one exceptionally useful article (often a review article) to track key articles in the field. The article chosen for the ‘pearl picking’ was: Kjellström, Holmér and Lemke: Workplace Heat Stress, Health and Productivity – an increasing challenge for low-and middle income countries during climate change6).

A thorough exploration of different databases and search engines was then carried out and several information retrieval tools were selected. Most were broad multidisciplinary platforms and databases covering a wide variety of journals and hence, more likely to have the articles desired. The information retrieval tools chosen were PubMed, Lund University’s search engine Summons, Scopus, Google Scholar, Web of Science and the Science Citation Index7). Several search words were used such as ‘occupational heat exposure’, ‘occupational heat stress’, ‘occupational heat strain’, ‘heat in/at workplace’, ‘work in the heat’, ‘occupational heat stress AND climate change’ and the more broad search words ‘heat stress’. Relevant articles were then selected. An internal database and library was also used together with the International Labour Organization’s Bookshelf on Occupational Safety and Health8).

Current Status

Climate Change and its Effects

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) Forth Assessment Report (AR4) which came out in 2007 stated clearly that ‘warming of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now evident from observations of increases in global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice and rising global average sea level’. Data records clearly show that the eleven years between 1995–2006, rank among the warmest in the instrumental record of global average surface temperature (since 1850). For the next two decades a warming of about 0.2°C per decade is projected for a range of future scenarios of emissions of greenhouse gases.

The AR4 reports that hot days, hot nights and heat waves have become and will become more frequent over most land areas9). The continuous rise of absolute humidity in the lower troposphere has also been reported in many regions which add substantial implications for human thermal comfort and heat-related mortality and morbidity. In particular, this may add substantial risk in already humid countries, where a small increase in temperature can have profound consequences on heat stress9).

Heat waves are defined as ‘extended periods of unusually high atmospheric related heat stress, which cause temporary modification in lifestyle and which may have adverse health consequences for a population’10). Heat waves have already affected some aspects of human health, such as excess heat related mortality in Europe during the summer of 20039). This heat wave caused up to 70 000 deaths11). In France, data on causes of deaths showed that psychiatric, cardiovascular and pulmonary illnesses were associated with a higher risk of death in heat waves, while good social contacts in the community, the use of fans, air-conditioning and showers were associated with lower risk12). Additionally, deaths and illnesses caused by air pollution (e.g. ozone, particles) tend to increase during extremely warm weather12). It is expected that European summer temperatures as high as those experienced in 2003 will be the norm by the middle of the century13). Responses to some recent extreme climate events reveal high levels of vulnerability in both developing and developed countries8). There is also increasing evidence of greater vulner-
ability of specific groups such as poor and elderly people in all countries\textsuperscript{3}). High ambient temperature is a leading cause of weather related mortality in many regions of the world and heat exhaustion is the most common response to prolonged exposure to high outdoor temperatures\textsuperscript{3}).

As the world gets warmer, populations will acclimatize to some extent, raising the optimum temperature\textsuperscript{13}). The possible increased use of air conditioners, though, may hinder natural acclimatization and potentially increase the risk\textsuperscript{3, 12}). Human populations have a great capacity to adapt physiologically, technologically, and by behavioural change, to gradual changes in climate. However, sudden changes in weather can have a significant impact on human physiology and therefore health. Assessing the impact of climate change on health is a complex task. There are often difficulties in obtaining data. Among them are the frequent interaction of climatic-environmental influences on health with factors such as level of economic development, the state of public health systems, and individual and population behaviour. Climate change will result in the increased prevalence, distribution, and severity of known occupational hazards such as heat stress and accidents although; there is no evidence of unique or previously unknown hazards. However, such a possibility should not be excluded, since there is potential for interactions of known hazards and new conditions leading to new hazards and risks. Climate change will affect living and working environments and create health threats for millions of people\textsuperscript{14}). For example, in the United States, 423 heat-related fatalities among crop production workers occurred during 1992–2006 and this number was increasing over time. The heat related average annual death rate for these crop workers was 0.39 per 100,000 workers, compared with 0.02 for all U.S. civilian workers\textsuperscript{15}). Eventually, this could hamper economic and social development\textsuperscript{6, 16}).

Health Effects

The physiological basis for the effects of heat on humans is well understood\textsuperscript{17–25)} and extensive research have been done in military settings\textsuperscript{26–28)} . Still, all is not yet understood of the pathophysiology of heat exhaustion and heat stroke. Human heat tolerance is the result of a series of adaptations that have been genetically encoded. Humans are born with a highly specialized complex of thermoregulatory sweat glands and a sensitive control system. For those groups living in hot environments, the employment of behavioural and cultural mechanisms has served as a buffer and it is clear that physiological adaptations are still of dominant importance in daily survival\textsuperscript{29)} . A population has varying abilities to tolerate heat stress and it is increasingly recognized that social determinants and personal characteristics affect the vulnerability of people to heat exposure\textsuperscript{30} . Factors such as pre-existing disease, clothing, age, gender, ability for heat acclimatization, level of physical activity, and body size, can influence the health impact of heat stress. Also, the most powerful form of human thermoregulation is behavioural and includes measures such as less movement, clothing, seeking shade and opening windows\textsuperscript{29)} .

When the ambient temperature reaches or exceeds the human core temperature of 37°C, there are well-documented physiological effects on the human body, posing risks to some organ systems and also making it progressively harder to work productively\textsuperscript{31}). As the core temperature begins to rise above its ‘set-point’ of 37°C, skin blood flow increases and sweating is initiated.

At core temperatures beyond 38 – 39°C, there is an increased risk of heat exhaustion and beyond these temperatures, heat stroke can occur with an eventual failure of the central nervous thermoregulatory system\textsuperscript{32}). Health consequences range from dehydration, injuries, and heat fatigue to a higher burden of respiratory and cardiovascular diseases, cataract, kidney failure, weakening of the immune system and death\textsuperscript{2}).

The body heat balance is determined by these six fundamental factors:

1. Air temperature
2. Radiant temperature
3. Humidity
4. Air movement\textsuperscript{6)}
5. Clothing
6. The metabolic heat generated by human physical activity\textsuperscript{6)}

Non-climatic parameters:

1. Clothing
2. The metabolic heat generated by human physical activity

The human heat exchange with the environment is pictured in Fig. 1 below: In addition, acclimatization and hydration status, body posture, clothing permeability and other factors affect this balance\textsuperscript{33}). An initial understanding of how environmental features can affect human heat tolerance may be gained through examination of the processes of heat transference between the body and the macro environment\textsuperscript{29}). These processes are radiation, conduction, convection, and evaporation at the skin surface and the lungs\textsuperscript{28}). Humans can maintain normal body (core and skin) temperatures within a wide range of environmental conditions, assuming heat transfer is not impaired. Heat dissipation occurs through
Dry heat loss (radiation and convection) and evaporative heat loss (sweating)\textsuperscript{34}. Acclimatization results in an increased sweat rate, leading to a lower core temperature and heart rate at the same work level and environmental heat load\textsuperscript{35}. Clothing affects the transfer of heat from and to the body through resistance to air movement and water, permeability and ventilation. The insulating characteristics influence the transfer of heat\textsuperscript{36}.

Connected to the human heat exchange is the heat balance equation, through which the balance between heat production and heat exchange can be calculated (can be modified to account for clothing):

\[
S = (M - W) - (H_{res} + E + R + C + K)
\]

- \(S\) = body heat storage
- \(M\) = metabolic heat production
- \(W\) = external mechanical work
- \(H_{res}\) = respiratory heat exchange
- \(E\) = evaporative heat exchange
- \(R\) = radiative heat exchange
- \(C\) = convective heat exchange
- \(K\) = conductive heat exchange

The largest source of heat results from metabolic heat production which adds to the heat stress in hot environments. The evaporation of sweat is extremely effective and therefore becomes more and more critical with increasing environmental temperature. Given the importance of sweat evaporation it is not surprising that wind velocity and air humidity are critical environmental factors in hot conditions. If the humidity is high, sweat is still produced but evaporation is reduced which reduces the cooling effect\textsuperscript{35}. The thermoregulatory response can be powerful and effective but it can also incur a strain on the body which can lead to heat illness\textsuperscript{28}. Heat disorder occurs for one or more of three reasons: dehydration/lack of acclimatization, lack of proper appreciation of the dangers of heat, and accidental and unforeseeable circumstances leading to exposure. Many deaths are attributed to neglect and lack of consideration\textsuperscript{29}. Heatstroke has a high fatality rate and even nonfatal heatstroke can lead to long term effects. Sweating imposes the greatest strain on the body. Severe dehydration (at a water loss of about 6% of body weight) may lead to heat exhaustion and circulatory collapse\textsuperscript{35}. Together with water loss, sweating produces a loss of electrolytes, mainly sodium and chloride, but also to a lesser degree magnesium, potassium etc. If the sweat loss is replaced by water, this may cause cramps due to the malfunction of nerves and muscles. Dehydration of over 3% of body weight should always be treated with water and electrolyte replacement\textsuperscript{35}.

Occupational Heat Exposure

Workers in the outdoor occupations with high physical load are most at risk for severe heat exposure. Also at high risk are workers required to wear semipermeable or impermeable protective clothing and/or personal protective equipment (PPE) that severely impedes heat exchange through evaporation\textsuperscript{36, 37}.

Heat can cause workers to take off protective clothing due to discomfort, putting the worker at high risk for dangerous exposure and injury\textsuperscript{38}. There are also possible heat implications for indoor workers in buildings without air conditioning or proper ventilation systems in warm countries. Most of the heatstroke deaths reported have been associated with occupational exposure at construction sites, agricultural settings, and hot industrial jobs requiring heavy work. The increased cardiovascular load experienced during heat stress compromises the capacity for physical work\textsuperscript{39}. Cognitive and physical performance decrements can occur at hyperthermic and/or dehydration levels lower than those causing heat injuries\textsuperscript{34}. Furthermore, socioeconomic factors such as income and urbanization can compound the adverse health outcomes from heat stress on workers as it may indirectly cause psychological distress due to reduced work productivity, lost income, and disrupted daily social activity\textsuperscript{40}. Outdoor work is the most problematic and fatalities due to heat stress are associated with warm nights, hot days and hard physical work. Total physiological burden and the potential susceptibility to heat disorders will be much higher if heat stress continues during off-duty hours through work at second jobs, strenuous leisure activities, or living in unremittingly hot quarters. In addition, nutritional status and hydration may reflect patterns of eating and drinking, which may
also change with season or religious observances\textsuperscript{35}. Heat exhaustion is most often preceded by dehydration and is usually associated with unacclimatized workers. Heat stroke in otherwise normal and healthy people results from a combination of excessive heat exposure and physical work\textsuperscript{36}. Fluid requirements generally depend on work rate, the ambient climatic conditions, and on individual physiological and biochemical characteristics.

Implementation of strategies to maintain adequate hydration is the single most important intervention in the management of work in heat. Where this cannot be achieved, it is necessary to set dehydration limits of the percentage lost in body weight (e.g. a 2\% decrease translates into 1–4 litres of liquid\textsuperscript{28}). Detailed limiting values for work in hot environments can be found in international standards such as ISO7933 for acclimatized and non-acclimatized workers\textsuperscript{41}. Yet, it is found that even if water is readily available, men working in the heat will drink less than that lost through perspiration, referred to by researchers as ‘voluntary dehydration’\textsuperscript{28, 29}. Therefore, workers in hot environments must also be educated regarding the importance of drinking enough water while working and continuing generous rehydration during off-duty hours\textsuperscript{35, 42}. Another intervention could be to implement traditional work-rest schedules developed for centuries to deal with heat, instead of simply implementing an industrial model, or to develop individual work-rest schedules. Urban workers may also be exposed to additional heat stress as a result of the urban ‘heat island effect’ of the urban built environments\textsuperscript{1}.

The Urban Heat Island Effect

In 2007, the world’s population living in towns and cities surpassed 50\% for the first time in history and this share is continuously growing; by 2050 it could be as high as two thirds\textsuperscript{2}. Built-up areas influence the absorption and reflection of solar radiation, the ability to store heat, the absorption and emittance of long wave radiation, winds and evapotranspiration (the discharge of water from the earth’s surface to the atmosphere). The built environment is also characterized by human activities affecting the climate, such as the heating and cooling of buildings, motor traffic and industrial production.

These activities release heat and moisture but also pollute the air, which affects incoming and outgoing radiation\textsuperscript{43}. A limited number of trees and vegetation in urban areas also decreases the capacity to cool the air through transpiration (the loss of water by evaporation in terrestrial plants)\textsuperscript{3}. The ‘urban heat island effect’ is thus the heat absorption in cities and refers to the difference in temperatures measured inside and outside the city\textsuperscript{44}. This is primarily a nocturnal phenomenon, as during daytime, urban-rural temperature differences are usually smaller because of the relatively high thermal capacity and energy storage of urban surface materials. After sunset, the energy stored is released causing an additional warming. The severity of the urban heat island decreases with increasing emissivity (emission of energy by radiation) from the sky (e.g. due to increased cloud cover) and with increased wind speed. These elevated temperatures can increase the magnitude and duration of heat waves. Some large cities, such as Mexico City, have shown a heat-island effect measuring an increase of up to 5 – 11°C in comparison to the surrounding rural areas\textsuperscript{43}. Below is The US Environmental Protection Agency’s schematic view of the heat island effect profile (Fig.2):

\textbf{Individual Aspects}

Individual factors such as physical fitness and health status plays a fundamental role in heat tolerance\textsuperscript{38}. When working in heat, people with the highest risk are those with small body size, overweight, elderly and people with medical conditions such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, skin, liver, kidney and lung problems and pregnancy. Additional factors affecting heat tolerance include intake of alcohol, caffeine and nicotine\textsuperscript{46}. Individual differences include the effects of age, gender, body morphology, disability, aerobic capacity, acclimatization, state of health, clothing and personal protection equipment\textsuperscript{47}. How ethnic origin and cultural differences, including human behaviour, influence heat tolerance, is not fully understood\textsuperscript{28}. Knowledge of the mechanisms behind subjective differences is important for risk assessment\textsuperscript{44} and the next sections will explore these aspects further.
Children and the Elderly People

Children and elderly people are likely to be more sensitive to over-heating, in particular if they are working. An excess death rate due to heat illness has been reported among elderly people, infants and children. This partly due to physiological difficulties in regulating heat, and restricted mobility, which decreases the ability to access fluids when needed. Children are included in this review on occupational health as child labour is still common in many countries. It is against international conventions such as the International Labour Organizations Convention nr. 182 on the worst forms of child labour and nr. 138 on minimum age.

Children may also be present in workplaces, and babies may sometimes be strapped on the back of their mothers as they are working. An excess death rate due to heat illness has been reported among infants and children during heat waves compared with adults.

Babies have relatively large heads, large surface area to mass ratios, high blood flows and limited sweating capacity, as their system of thermoregulation is still developing. It is also likely that thermo-neutral temperatures occur within a narrower range of conditions. The limited ability to thermoregulate makes small children more at risk of dehydration. Infants will experience a more rapid rise in body temperature and may not be able to respond by removing themselves from the stress environment or pursuing other behavioural defences.

The reason why elderly people are particularly at such an increased risk of thermoregulatory deficits is not a new question, yet still unsolved. Generally, body mass, size, and composition changes with age in addition to the decline of homeostatic responses and the regulation of blood pressure. These changes usually take place around the age of 80 and as retirement age is increasing in many countries, or in some, workers continue working until they are unable to do so. As a result, examining the effects of heat stress on elderly people at work is essential. Available data suggest that heat tolerance is reduced in older people as they have lower metabolic rates and aerobic capacity (oxygen uptake) due to sedentary lifestyles (although core temperature remains the same). Due to a reduced activity level, old people tend to expose themselves less to physical strain which leads to a loss of heat acclimatization, reduced ability to transport heat from the body core to the skin, and a lower cardiovascular stability. Longer periods of hot weather, especially when little relief is given at night have hit primarily the older population. The percentage of people with illnesses and disabilities also increases with age.

On the other hand, in a study by Kenney and Havenith in 1993, it was found that when fit healthy older subjects are matched with younger subjects of the same gender, size and body composition, metabolic rate, acclimation state and hydration level, the thermal tolerance is less a function of chronological age than of functional capacity and physiological health status. As a result, what is not so clear is whether aging per se is associated with poor heat tolerance, or whether alterations in other factors associated with the aging process play a larger role.

Men and Women

Men and women have slightly different physiology, endocrinial physiology and body characteristics; one example being men having on average greater body size, weight and strength. In general, yet with large individual differences, women have a larger surface to mass ratio, which implies that women are more prone to heat loss. On the other hand, women have a higher whole body and subcutaneous fat content than men, which in turn increases insulation. Women are known to have colder skin at distal areas, despite the increased body fat content relative to men. Part of this effect can be attributed to reproductive hormones and the menstrual phase. In general, relative to men, the thermoneutral zone of women is shifted upward (the temperature range at which the person feels comfortable). When comparing the sexes, it has been observed that women tolerate humid heat better as females are superior in suppressing excess sweating and therefore conserve body water. Both sweating and vasoconstriction thresholds are 0.3 – 0.5°C higher in women than men, even during the first days of the menstrual cycle. Differences are even greater in between menstruations. Males have higher maximal sweat rates, which may enhance tolerance for extremely hot and dry environments.

In contrast, some studies have found that there is no or little difference between men and women in either metabolic heat production or in heat exchange by radiation, convection or evaporation. The observed superior capacity of men for sustained exercise in desert heat is rather related to their higher aerobic capacity and not to a difference in capacity for thermoregulation. Differences in heart rate between men and women are mainly dependent on individual differences, fitness and stress level rather than differences in thermoregulation.

Although in a study by Havenith in 2005, females had generally higher core temperatures, skin temperature, heart rates, blood pressure, and set points for sweating, in comparison to males. Moreover, Witterseh et al., 2004,
found that the effects of heat stress on performance seem to be more adverse for males than for females and Kenney et al., 2007 found that females show a greater increase in the core temperature onset threshold for sweating in both moderate and intense exercise (Fig. 3)

Two specific female processes do affect thermoregulation: the menstrual cycle and menopause, although the effect of the menstrual cycle at rest (a higher core temperature in the postovulatory phase) seems to be almost absent during heat exposure. Postmenopausal hot flashes and night sweating provide anecdotal evidence that thermoregulation is affected by oestrogen withdrawal. The effect of pregnancy on women’s heat tolerance is not clear, but altered hormone levels, added weight, reduced adaptive capacity and the increased circulatory demands of the foetus on the mother may increase the susceptibility to fainting. Severe maternal hyperthermia (over-heating) due to illness appears to increase the incidence of foetal malformation. In a study by Hartgill et al., 2011, it was found that human temperature regulation is altered in pregnancy. Maternal core temperature was at its highest in the first trimester but fell during pregnancy with its lowest point 3 months post-delivery and persisted until 6 months after delivery in breast-feeding women. The causes of the delayed return to normal temperature can currently only be speculated on. It also appears that women, especially older women, are more at risk, in both relative and absolute terms, of dying in a heat wave. Whether or not this is due to women generally living longer is not clear.

Ethnicity

Few studies were found in relation to ethnicity and heat tolerance. It is suggested that people living in high altitudes, such as Tibet, in the hot climates of Africa, or in the cold environments of Lapland may have developed special physiological capabilities for coping with extremes. Such adaptations might even be genetic such as the Saharan Touareg, with tall slender bodies that maximize the surface cooling area in proportion to the amount of body tissue that produces heat.

Some adaptations, though, may well be acquired during one’s lifetime rather than being genetic. In one study by Meese, 1983, it was found that Afro-American subjects show a performance reduction with falling temperature when compared to Caucasians. In a recent case control study it was found that African-Americans had the highest risk of heat-related mortality, and that Caucasians had a higher risk than Hispanics. On the other hand, this might be more related to socio-economic status than ethnic origin. It has also been found that people from New Guinea have lower sweat rates than Nigerians, showing some genetic factors in variations of sweat rate. There is little evidence, though, of inherent or genetic differences in response to heat stress and all humans appear to function as tropical animals. The ability of humans to live and work in a range of thermal conditions rather reflects adaptation through complex behaviour and the development of housing, clothing and technology. Apparent ethnic differences probably relate more to body size, individual life history and nutritional status rather than to inherent traits.

Productivity Loss and Economic Impact

Productivity is strongly dependent on thermal conditions, in particular during physically demanding work. Studies of the influence of high ambient temperature on performance have examined variables such as reaction time, tracking and vigilance, as well as memory and mathematical calculations. When the body is hot, vasodilation (a widening of blood vessels) enhances ease of body movement although sweating may affect grip, cause distraction due to discomfort, fatigue and psychological strain. Thermal conditions can affect output, accident rates, behavioural and cognitive performance.

The results of many studies indicate that changes in temperature of a few degrees can significantly influence performance in several tasks including typewriting, factory work, signal recognition, time to respond to signals, learning performance, reading speed and comprehension, multiplication speed, and word memory. It is estimated...
that approximately a 7% increase in productivity is present in a workplace maintained at the population-average neutral temperature of between 20–24°C. It is also estimated that productivity is affected after about one hour of moderate physical work in temperatures above 32°C. In an analysis of Thai industrial workers by Tawatsupa in 2009, it was found that ∼60% of the workers reported loss of working capacity in the heat, and about 20% were more vulnerable to heat illnesses during the summer months.

In a study by Kjellström et al., 2009, it was found that by the 2080s, the greatest absolute losses of population based labour work capacity (in the range 11% to 27%) will be seen under the IPCC A2 scenario in Southeast Asia, Andean and Central America, Eastern Sub-Saharan Africa and the Caribbean. The A2 scenario assumes a high population growth and medium rapid economic development and therefore represents a moderately ‘high’ emissions scenario.

A natural reaction of a working person to heat is to reduce physical activity, which reduces the body's internal heat production. An outcome of this preventive reaction is reduced hourly work capacity and economic productivity during the exposure to heat. As a result, the worker’s action to prevent ill health will lower productivity and a loss of daylight work hours will occur. In the long term, this will affect individual, local, national and regional economic productivity.

An enterprise can compensate for this by carrying out heat sensitive work during the cooler night hours of the hot season or by scheduling such work in the cooler season, but as climate change progresses the duration of cooler periods will be shortened. In addition, some work has to be carried out during daylight. Without adaptation, the economic losses of reduced labour productivity relative to baseline could potentially be up to 20% of the gross domestic product (GDP).

Developing Country Context
The proportion of the world’s population living in the tropical climate zone, with normal daytime air temperatures exceeding 30°C, is estimated to be about 40%. Conditions are in some countries worsened by intense solar radiation and high humidity. Most tropical countries are developing countries and most are experiencing rapid urbanization. The impacts of climate change on vulnerable employment, working poverty (income below the poverty line), youth and women, wage losses and working conditions may be exacerbated. This hits the most vulnerable even harder because of their exposure and least adaptive capacity. Despite this, few comprehensive assessments on the effects of climate change on health have been completed in low-income countries, and none in Africa.

Occupational health and safety is one of the basic rights that workers are being denied in many developing countries. In general, developing countries also have higher occupational injury fatality rates compared to developed countries. Many workers lack work security and are paid according to output; as a result, workers have to work longer hours to reach production targets.

When working in heat, which limits the ability to produce, stress and serious mental and physical health problems may become a negative outcome. In addition, on the side of paid work, many workers also engage in water collection, firewood collection, residence building and repair, small-scale agriculture, fishing, cooking and so on. These tasks can sometimes be more hazardous than formal employment, and add to the heat strain and exhaustion. Moreover, commuting to and from work is a daily source of heat exposure for many people. Urban growth is extensive in these regions making populations especially vulnerable to climate change.

Agriculture is generally a big employer in the developing world. Commonly, farm workers work at high risk as they work under high pressure, perform extended hours of work in heat and high humidity, suffer dehydration and often do not have sufficient knowledge regarding prevention from heat exposure. Additionally, cultural aspects and malnutrition, poverty and stress add to the high risk environment.

For example, fatality due to heat accounted for 11% of farm accidents in India during the heat wave of 1998–99. Another example is in Central America, where authorities are overwhelmed by the high prevalence of chronic kidney disease (CKD). CKD is a worldwide public health problem and knowledge about the prevalence or incidence of early-stage CKD is scarce. One hypothesis is that heavy workloads in a hot climate lead to chronic dehydration, partly causing the problem.

It has been found that this disease has a high prevalence in sugarcane workers where they are under constant heat stress. It may be partially due to chronic dehydration related to working conditions.

In developing countries people may be more or less acclimatized although health and nutritional status, access to drinking water and widespread precaurious work are decisive factors. In addition, small and medium sized enterprises (SME’s) are the most common employer. It is estimated that SME’s have a 33% greater accident rate than companies with 200 employees and more. It is
Preventative and Control Measures

Despite uncertainty in climate change impacts, it is assumed that humans will have to adapt to warmer temperatures. Strategies to reduce the effects of future climate change involve an iterative risk management process that includes both mitigation (reducing emissions of greenhouse gases) and adaptation (coping strategies). Whether or not humans will be able to adapt to future increasing heat is uncertain, although humans already inhabit various climatic spaces.

Some risks can be managed by adaptation policies, the success of which will depend on the speed and extent of climate change, the sustainability of measures, and the level of global cooperation to implement measures to support and protect vulnerable regions and populations. Generally, the aim of adaptation to climate change is to reduce vulnerability and increase resilience to impacts. The heat wave of 2003 in Europe suggests that adaptation is not occurring successfully even in developed countries and public health efforts in response to heat focus primarily on reactive measures rather than long-term adaptation.

The underlying perception that heat is not a high priority prevents the uptake of relevant information to avert heat stress. On the other hand, working practices for hot environments are well established (for example NIOSH, 1986), including the use of appropriate heat stress indices, acclimatization programmes, and the importance of water replacement, although, lessons seem to have to be re-learned.

The main factors for the protection against danger from heat at the workplace are to safeguard from and control the source of the heat. Heat stress controls can also be divided into two broad categories: general and specific.

General controls include thermal audit methods and personal monitoring using heart rate and internal body temperature measuring equipment. General controls should be implemented anytime there is a reasonable potential for heat stress on the job and are applicable across all heat stress jobs. Specific controls are directed to individual jobs and include specific training, heat stress hygiene practices and medical surveillance. A heat stress assessment follows the traditional hierarchy of hazards control, being in the order of elimination, substitution, engineering controls, administrative controls and finally, personal protection.

Overall, there is a large variation in cost, capability and constraints with the different systems.

Engineering Control Measures

Engineering solutions include those of risk alert systems, response plans, water delivery, portable shade structures, water based cooling, air based systems, decreased clothing insulation (e.g. through smart textiles), ventilated clothes, cooling centres, air conditioning, personal cooling systems (e.g. ice vest) protective clothing, wearing white and loose-fitted clothing, etc. Active cooling systems are widely available such as liquid cooling and air cooling garments. Active cooling systems include external connections to air or liquid supplies such as ventilated cooled air and circulated liquid cooling. A practical solution is that of increasing ventilation in clothing by using air permeable clothes that are designed to increase possibilities for ventilation or by using fans for active ventilation. Passive cooling systems utilize phase change materials (PCMs) (e.g. ice, frozen gel, salt, wax) in vests and clothing. PCMs are latent heat storage materials and absorb or release heat when they change phases, such as from solid to liquid (heat of fusion), and back to solid (heat of crystallization). Therefore, a PCM has two types of thermal effects: a cooling effect when it melts and a heating effect when it solidifies. Wearable personal cooling integrated with PCMs has the advantage of cooling the human body’s micro-environment in contrast to stationary personalized or building cooling, thus providing greater mobility and saving energy. Selection of the optimum active clothing system will depend upon the requirements of the task and consideration should be given to work organization and design. Any effective cooling system should be placed where a heat exchange occur, for example, by the neck, wrists and under arms, and should not restrict thermoregulation.

For instance, when wearing a cooling vest running up a hill, the metabolic cost of carrying the vest might offset the
benefit of cooling. The vest can also restrict the evaporation of sweat, add weight, increase the metabolic rate, and so on. For a sedentary task in a hot environment, however, it may be useful if it does not cause too much cooling\textsuperscript{28}. Moreover, these technical fixes may not be applicable to developing countries, especially in small businesses where room for investment is scarce. For instance, the price of a cooling vest ranges between $200 – $300, which is why preventative and managerial methods may be more appropriate in a developing country context. On the other hand, all workplaces around the world should follow the widely accepted traditional hierarchy of controls mentioned earlier\textsuperscript{36}.

Dehumidifying and cooling the indoor air may reduce heat stress and increase productivity in hot and humid indoor work places in developing countries. However, many work situations are such that air conditioning is not feasible and fans are not sufficient when the heat exposure is very high. In addition, air conditioning is costly as it uses plenty of energy, which also adds to the climate change problem. Moving the person to a cooler area and cooling off the person’s body may be an essential preventive action\textsuperscript{40}. An innovative solution is a solar-powered system for supplying dry air in offices, providing a low-cost alternative to traditional air conditioning in hot and humid regions. The system can also be produced using local skills and resources, representing a low-cost alternative to high-tech air conditioning\textsuperscript{83}.

Preventative Control Measures

Preventative interventions include design of urban areas, trees in industrial areas\textsuperscript{85}, design of housing and workplaces to reduce heat exposure, increase shading, and public and occupational health programmes that protect individuals at risk, among others\textsuperscript{40}. One general control is that of work-rest regimes. However, determining safe work-rest regimens based on heat stress criteria is challenging. Relying on the self-pacing of the workers is not recommended especially when the task has an urgent character or involves productivity incentives. Studies have shown that self-paced work-rest regimes were poorly related to physiological parameters\textsuperscript{84}. Self-chosen rest periods are too short to dissipate heat\textsuperscript{38}. Therefore, self-paced workers must be associated with close supervisory surveillance or predetermined work-rest schedules, which may constitute a better solution\textsuperscript{85}. As a response to challenges in a warmer world, development of acclimatization procedures, hazard communications, early warning systems and surveillance, and increased emphasis on prevention through design can present vital solutions\textsuperscript{19}. Finally, education and training of workers and employers is essential for effective risk management. Measures that reduce thermal stress without compromising performance and productivity, together with being a low cost option, are more likely to be accepted\textsuperscript{23}.

Conclusion and Future Research Needs

On the basis of the reviewed articles, it can be summarized that heat stress has been researched extensively in the past. However, in the contemporary context of climate change, information is lacking on the extent of future heat stress and its consequences, especially in an occupational setting. It was also found that heat stress is often an overlooked problem and that lessons seem to have to be relearnt. The main factors found to exacerbate heat stress in the current and future workplace are the urban ‘heat island effect’, physical work, individual differences, and the developing country context where technological fixes and certain control measures are often not applicable. There is also a lack of information on the effects on vulnerable groups such as elderly people and pregnant women.

Occupational health and safety is one of the basic rights that workers are being denied in many developing countries. In addition to this, as work productivity reduces with increasing temperatures, world economic productivity will be condensed, affecting developing countries disproportionately as most of these already are located in warm climates. To address these current and future occupational health problems, sustainable solutions must be interdisciplinary and take into account the social, economic, environmental and technical aspects of the problem. Both mitigation and adaptation measures should be considered, sometimes in combination and including both preventative and control solutions, to achieve multiple benefits. Capacity building such as education and awareness, and involvement on all levels of society is needed to address this.

From the review it became apparent that research is needed in these areas:

- Occupational heat stress in different countries and ways of dealing with it; studies are especially needed in Africa.
- Heat island effects on workplaces in urban areas.
- Current adaptation practices in warm countries.
- Heat stress control options and possible sustainable solutions (low cost).
- Analysis of future productivity losses due to heat stress and economic analysis.
• Social and health effects of heat stress.
• Effects on vulnerable groups such as young and elderly people, women, pregnant women, and poor people.
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